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27 October 2020 
 
 
 
Dear Gordon 
 
I wish to update Committee on three areas of activity concerning recent developments in the 
establishment of Consumer Scotland, and associated consumer advocacy work, as below.   
 
Consumer Scotland – Public Appointments Process  
 
I have previously written to Committee to inform them of my decision to postpone the 
recruitment of the chair and members to the board of Consumer Scotland and to confirm 
that, due to the impact of covid-19, Consumer Scotland will become operational no earlier 
than September 2021.  
 
I am now pleased to inform Committee that the public appointment round will shortly be 
resuming. The aim is to have people in post by April 2021 to ensure that they can lead on 
the strategic direction and operation of the body although that is, of course, dependant on 
the trajectory of covid-19.  
 
Consumer Network for Scotland 
 
You will be aware that during the course of the Parliamentary scrutiny of the Consumer 
Scotland Act, both the Committee and stakeholders expressed a desire for Consumer 
Scotland to bring strategic co-ordination to the landscape and suggested it do this by creating 
a Scottish-specific consumer network. However, the challenges around covid-19 required the 
establishment of the network to happen sooner than originally planned, and prior to the 
establishment of Consumer Scotland, so as to be most effective in responding to the current 
situation. The Consumer Network for Scotland met for the first time on 29 September and will 
be chaired by Scottish Government officials until Consumer Scotland is established. The 
Network will be separate from Consumer Scotland. As is the usual process, the minutes of 
these meetings will be published online.   
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Levy Funded Consumer Advocacy 
 
Finally, I’d like to update Committee on the levy-funding process for consumer advocacy 
within the regulated sectors of energy and postal deliveries.  Following establishment of 
Consumer Scotland in 2021, the new body will have responsibility for determining the 
appropriate dissemination of levy funding in Scotland.  In line with existing arrangements, 
Consumer Scotland will be expected to develop an annual work-plan of levy funded activity 
and to consult on this with publically, including with levy payers.  It will be for Consumer 
Scotland to determine the nature and focus of project activities, in line with what it feels to be 
the key priorities for consumer advocacy in Scotland at that time.   
 
Proposed activities will be expected to be developed in line with current agreed principles to 
ensure reasonableness of spend.  In practice this means that levy funded activities will: 
 

 Be proportionate to the evidence of detriment to consumers, in Scotland; 

 Bring the unique insights of Consumer Scotland, working with others to avoid repetition 
and duplication; and 

 Clearly demonstrate how Consumer Scotland intends to influence stakeholders. 
 
Ahead of the beginning of each new financial year, Consumer Scotland will demonstrate to 
the relevant UK Government Secretary of State that the proposed work-plan meets these 
reasonableness tests and request recovery of the required levy funding to deliver the 
finalised work-plan.  UK Government officials will only assess this request in relation to 
demonstration of the three key principles outlined here – this is in line with current legislation 
detailing the split between devolved and reserved competencies regarding levy funding 
dissemination and recovery.  It will then be for Consumer Scotland to decide how best to 
deliver levy funded work-plan activities in-year. 
 
I am confident that these arrangements will ensure the independence of Consumer Scotland 
from Ministerial oversight is protected, providing the new body with the necessary remit and 
resources to achieve best impact for Scottish consumers. 
 
Given that Consumer Scotland will not be established until September 2021 at the earliest, 
this transfer of levy funded consumer advocacy activities – and the associated recovery 
process – will not take practical effect until 2022/23.  My officials are liaising with the current 
incumbent levy recipients – the Energy Consumer Commission and Citizens Advice 
Scotland – to ensure appropriate transitional arrangements are in place for 2021/22. 
 
I hope Committee find this update helpful. 

 
JAMIE HEPBURN 
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